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Verona Arena 

"Temple of Opera"

Located outside the Verona city walls, this historic Roman amphitheater

was built in the first half of the first century. It was designed to

accommodate more than 30,000 spectators and hosted any number of

events over the years, among them plays, battles, games, and even

jousting competitions during the Middle Ages. Today, the excellent

acoustics and sheer size of the Verona Arena lend themselves to

grandiose operatic performances. In 1913, the amphitheater staged

Verdi's Aida in honor of the Italian composer's 100th birthday, its first

production of the 20th century. At once a grand venue and an ancient

architectural jewel, the Verona Arena should certainly not be missed, be it

for a night on the town or a cultural day tour.

 +39 045 800 5151  www.arena.it/  ticket@arena.it  Piazza Bra 28, Verona
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Corso Porta Borsari 

"Ancient Roman Shopping Street"

This pedestrian-only shopping district of Corso Porta Borsari begins with a

grandiose arch built by the Romans. This ancient sun-bleached wall was

built in the third century as part of the ancient city's "decumano" gate.

Upon passing through these imposing walls one is greeted with a narrow

street lined with multitudinous boutiques selling hard to find local

products in addition to gourmet restaurants, wine bars, and cafés such as

Caffè Tubino. The atmosphere is vibrant while retaining a small-town feel,

which makes this historic street the perfect place to take a stroll and drink

in fair Verona.

 +39 045 806 8680 (Tourist Information)  Corso Porta Borsari, Verona
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Casa di Giulietta 

"Most Romantic Balcony"

This obligatory port of call for any visitor to Verona is said to be the very

residence that inspired Shakespeare in writing his most famous star-

crossed lovers. Built in the 13th century, this Gothic-style home once

belonged to the dell Capello family, which fans of Romeo and Juliet will

notice sounds strikingly similar to Juliet's last name: Capulet. It was built

on the remains of a Roman insula, an ancient urban housing unit, and

today plays host to a small museum filled with antiques from the 16th

Century on. The site's famous balcony overlooks a courtyard renovated by

Antonio Avena in 1935, which also features a bronze Juliet statue created

by sculptor Nereo Costantini. History buffs and literature lovers often stop

for a photo in front of the historic and romantic Casa di Giulietta.

 +39 045 80 35645  casadigiulietta.comune.verona.it/nq

content.cfm?a_id=42703

 Via Cappello 21, Verona
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Piazza dei Signori 

"The Heart of the City"

The very noble Piazza dei Signori is the heart of Verona. Its perimeter is

surrounded by historical buildings, which accentuate the important role

the place has played in the city's politico-administrative spheres. On the

piazza, we find the Palazzo del Comune, the Palazzo del Capitanio, and

the Loggia del Consiglio. The buildings are joined with elegant arches,

mostly dating from the 14th Century. There are wide ranges of styles,

which are nevertheless characterized by great harmony.

 Piazza dei Signori, Verona
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Palazzo Giusti 

"Splendid Renaissance Garden"

The Giardino Giusti contains all the features of a typical Renaissance

garden: geometrical layout of flowerbeds and hedgerows, fountains,

grottos, mask, mythological statues, avenues of cypresses and a maze.

Mozart, Goethe, kings and emperors have all visited this garden, which,

for four centuries has been one of the most beautiful and well-visited in

the whole of the Veneto. The garden, designed by Agostino Giusti as a

setting for the villa which bears his name, is made up of three sections: a

lawn, a wooded hill with a ravine and cliff and landscaped terraces with a

belvedere.

 +39 045 803 4029  giardinogiusti.com/it/  info@giardinaggio.it  Via Giardino Giusti 2, Verona
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Azienda Agricola Meroni 

"Wine and Vineyard"

Azienda Agricola Meroni is a family run business. This award winning wine

yard still use the traditional method wine making and they produce

undoubtedly the best wine. The juice from special sundried grapes is

vinified and stored in special barrels for four months. Taste the full-bodied

wines that are available in various types and flavors. The lush green

vineyard has a special aroma that comes from the juicy grapes. Stroll

through the backyard vineyard and experience serenity and calmness.

 +39 045 686 1783  www.vinimeroni.com/  info@vinimeroni.com  Via Roma 16/a,

Sant'Ambrogio di Valpolicella
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Caneva Aquapark 

"Children's Paradise"

Caneva Aquapark is probably one of the most adventurous Italian water

parks in the state. Amongst its many advantages is also that of being less

well known, and therefore less crowded than other parks. The evocative

setting of a 19th-century Caribbean village is a perfect surrounding for a

water park with thousands of attractions, where trees and decorative

structures are so dense as almost to block the view of the slides until you

are very close. Some of these slides are only to be found here, not in the

rest of Italy: the double 'Black Hole' that runs completely underground,

which you travel through on a rubber tire, and the frightening 'Stukas',

high and steep enough to frighten anyone. There are also more well

known attractions like the 'Anaconda' or the brilliant 'Water Jump'.

 +39 045 696 9900  www.canevapark.it/  info@canevaworld.it  Via Fossalta 58, Lazise
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Villa Almerico-Capra "La Rotonda" 

"Palladio's Rotonda"

Joseph Losey would have found it difficult to find a more evocative setting

for his Don Giovanni. Palladio's commission from Paolo Almerico in 1567

was of profound significance: here was an opportunity to build something

solely on aesthetic principles, in the name of beauty and elegance with no

regard for functionality. Unfortunately, this never happened since both the

buyer and the architect died of old age before the project was completed.

Scamozzi eventually finished the building, for the new buyer: Odorico

Capra. It now has four identical Ionic façades, while inside there is a

variety of different styles. Whether you like Palladio's design or not, the

Rotonda is a visual work of art.

 +39 0444 32 1793  www.villalarotonda.it/  info@villalarotonda.it  Via della Rotonda 45,

Vicenza
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